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Snellmanin Kokkikartano Ltd.
- Product portfolio; premium quality convenience food and snack
- Turnover 21 milj.€
- 70 employees
- Production 3200t per year

Sustainable development
• Wide study on company´s sustainability was made in 2009
• What does it mean when we act sustainable?
The company´s actions and functions were viewed
according to sustainable development´s
three aspects:
- Ecological sustainability
- Social and cultural sustainability
- Economical sustainability

Sustainable development:

affect on production workers daily life
Energy efficiency
- We monitor the water consumption with water meters
- We monitor the electricity consumption more closely with specific meters
- We inform regularly the consumptions to production

Eco-efficiency
- We are paying close attention to the product weight
- Optimized oven usage
- Optimized use of cooling tunnels
- Method in use; how to monitor the process equipment´s orthodox use and the consequences of miss use

Recycling
- More efficient recycling
- Product line specific organic waste monitoring
- We inform regularly the consumptions to production

Sustainable development:

affect on production workers daily life

Education
- What does sustainable development mean?
- What does climate change / global warming mean?
- What does sustainability mean in Kokkikartano?
- What is eco-efficiency?
- What is energy efficiency?
- How to recycle right?

 How can you affect on these
in your own work?

On the job learning: What do we
appreciate..
Conventional needs
 Professional skills
 Hardworking, initiative, precise…
 Understanding of the general view of food industry

“New needs” at the industry
Understanding which processes consume a lot of energy
and how to affect on these things
 Orthodox cleaning; maximized cleanness with minimum
consumption of water and washing agents
 Ability to notice defects (on energy efficiency,
eco-efficiency, recycling) and the willing and courage
to inform these things to the superior

What do we appreciate..

Education on
- What does sustainable development mean?
- What does climate change / global warming mean?
- What is eco-efficiency?
- What is energy efficiency?
- How to recycle right?

 How can you affect on these
in your own work?

